Activity propositions
Summer 2022

Organised by the hotel
For our guests with half board or full board:
Drink package for meals & aperitif: from Sfr.9.- on per person
Swiss Evening with Raclette or Cheese fondue in the hotel (3-course dinner): without supplement
Gala-dinner (gastronomic menu in the hotel): from Sfr.20.- on per person, depending on the chosen menu
Gala buffet with a supplement: Sfr.35.- per person
Swiss Evening in Chalet Les Sources*: Sfr.390.- for rental with a supplement:
*Charming and typical Swiss Chalet, located on a beautiful natural place, just 3 minutes walk from our hotel (to visit on our homepage
www.eurotelvictoria.ch)
With Cheese fondue:
Sfr.15.- per person (Mountain salad, Fondue, Pineapple Carpaccio with Kirsch)
Sfr.20.- per person (Cold cuts, Fondue, Pineapple Carpaccio with Kirsch)
With Raclette:
Sfr.20.- per person (Mountain salad, Raclette, Pineapple Carpaccio with Kirsch)
Sfr.25.- per person (Cold cuts, Raclette, Pineapple Carpaccio with Kirsch)

Barbecue in domain Les Sources: from Sfr.25.- on per person
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Activity propositions
Summer 2022

Organised by the hotel:
Traditional Swiss Music: between Sfr.300.- & Sfr.550.- depending on the number of musicians or DJ: approx. Sfr.1'650.Ride with the cable car from Col du Pillon up to Glacier 3000: Sfr.64.- per person (round trip, from 10 people on).
Transfer by postal bus to Col du Pillon (round trip): free of charge with the Free Access Card
Activities on Glacier 3000:
- Alpine Coaster (Bobsleigh track, highest of the world): Sfr.9.- per person, per ride
- Trip with the Snow bus: Sfr.20.- per person (round trip)
- Unforgettable Dogsled ride: rate on request
- Cross the spectacular suspension bridge "Peak Walk" that guides you to a fantastic panorama view: included in the ticket
Wine tasting in Aigle with explications from an expert (wine–producer): from Sfr.10.- on per person
Guided visit of Château de Chillon, by the banks of Lake Geneva: Sfr.10.50 per person (from 15people on) + Sfr.90.- for
a guided tour (1 guide for max. 40 persons).
Visit of the famous mountain cheese cellar in L’Etivaz with audiovisual presentation, guided tour of the cellars and
cheese tasting: Sfr.12.- per person (from 20 people on)
Excursion to Broc with visit of a chocolate factory: discover the art of chocolate-making and chocolate-aroma in the
famous factory La Maison Cailler: Sfr.12.- per person with chocolate tasting (from 10 people on)
Visit of the salt mines in Bex with guided tour of this fascinating underground realm to discover the spectacular
examples of different salt mining techniques: Sfr.17.50 per person (from 20 people on)

Organisé par notre partenaire "Mountain Evasion" :
Organised by our partners:

For all your team building and fun activities: Olympiade, bike, Via ferrata, paragliding, high ropes course, archery, etc.

All activities are subject to availability and weather conditions
& all rates are subject to modification
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